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'the Chancellor proposed'; 'some grounds for complaint* \
' refrain from talking about them'; 'the remission of the Tea-
duty*; 'sound policy'; 'a speech almost entirely composed
of extracts'; ' reduction of taxation'; 'discussion'; 'the /<?z0
price of Consols'; '/#/& due'; 'succeeded'; 'will approach
their task'; 'delivered a speech'; 'postponing to a future
year'. The next are living, but not intentional metaphor;
the writer is aware that his phrase is still picturesque in
effect, but has not chosen it for that reason: 'a Protestant
atmosphere* \ 'this would leave a margin of ;£i 22,000'; 'the
loss of elasticity' in the Fund; ' recasting our whole Fiscal
system'; ' to uphold the unity of the Empire'; (to strengthen
the Exchequer balances'; 'all dwelt on the grave injury';
' his somewhat shattered authority'; ' the policy of evasion
now pursued''; 'throws new light on the situation'; 'a gap
in our fiscal system'. Intentional metaphors are of course
less plentiful: 'the home-rule motion designed to "draw"
Sir Henry *; ' a dissolving mew of General Elections'; f this
reassuring declaration knocks the bottom out of the plea of
urgency'; 'the scattered remnants of that party might rally
after the disastrous defeat*.
One or two general remarks may be made before we proceed
to instances. It is scarcely necessary to warn any one against
over-indulgence in intentional metaphor; its effects are too
apparent The danger lies rather in the use of live metaphor
that is not intentional. The many words and phrases that
fall under this class are all convenient; as often as not they
are the first that occur, and it is laborious, sometimes im-
possible, to hit upon an equivalent; the novice will find it
worth while, however, to get one whenever he can. We may
read a newspaper through without coming upon a single
metaphor of this kind that is at all offensive in itself; it is in
the aggregate that they offend. e Cries aloud for', ' drop the
curtain on', * goes hand in hand with', ' a note of warning',
leaves its impress',' paves the way for', ' heralds the advent

